
    Sestina: NOT MADE WITH HANDS 

 
{Exercise 15 from Stephen Fry’s ‘The Ode Less Travelled’} 

 
A bwthyn is a cottage, a small house.    a 

Ours has been in place two hundred years;    b 

it sits on what must once have been the wall   c 

of Teilo’s llan, and was at first full twice    d 

its present size; and those who once lived here   e 

would be amazed to see how things have changed.              f 

 

And that’s not counting how the world has changed:  f 

we’ve come to see the globe as treasure-house,   a 

where everyone’s a steward who lives here,   e 

in economic covenant. For years     b 

the need has been to get us to be born twice;   d 

but many mock this need: they just stonewall.   c 

 

And therein lies a deep dividing wall    c 

between the folk who really have not changed,    f 

who, selfish now, don’t want to be born twice,   d 

and those who, grateful for our one-world-house,   a 

have cared for it their very best for years,    b 

and hope some day we’ll be one family here.   e 

 

Meantime, a vital step is that we hear    e 

each other’s stories: how we build a wall    c 

to hold us all in safety through the years,    b 

so, even though the weather may have changed,   f 

the culture that obtains in our small house    a 

is warm; none needs to call for comfort twice.   d 

 

A stone-waller who has been welcomed twice   d 

may still stonewall, but knows there’s no fear here;  e 

a spirit of redemption guards this house,    a 

and bonds its residents into a wall     c 

of people who, if selfish, still are changed    f 

to garner blessings from their locust years.    b 

 

And in and through the intertwining years    b 

this bwthyn’s seen a good few folk born twice;   d 

or so we may suppose, for much has changed,   f 

while we ourselves have made some changes here.  e 

Though frail, we hold our welcome in this wall;   c 

may all who come find blessing in this house.   a 

 

In years, maybe they’ll find a ruin here.    be 

But, looking twice, they’ll see behind a wall,   dc 

a cross that says, Love changed this people’s house.  fa 
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